
 In September 2020 Source Elements, as a developer of remote 
collaboration solutions, were approached by the AES to have a 
presentation slot on the COVID-induced ‘Virtual’ AES Conference. 
Source Elements had previously decided to commission an animated 

bumper to top-and-tail some promotional video material. Founder 
Rebekah Wilson, with her background as a trained composer, wanted to 
use ‘the ultimate in instrumentation’: Vienna’s Synchron Stage Orchestra 
in surround! Could Source Elements compose and then record the 
orchestra in 5.1, with clients and creatives in seven different countries and 
multiple time zones, while simultaneously making a 40-minute 
documentary film for the AES about how it was done? This would be an 
ideal way to test Source Elements’ new collaboration solutions. Could this 
challenge be humanly possible in just two weeks?

Key tasks
1) the graphical design and animation elements
2) music composition
3) recording of the orchestra in surround
4) voiceover recording
5) music edit and music mix
6) sound design
7) final mix of the 30 second bumper in 5.1 and 2.0 to multiple loudness 

specifications; for the AES documentary film, social media platforms/
web use, and any possible tv/media use in the future.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

To start the project we had Joe Cassidy composing in Chicago, creative 
directors Rob Ruffler and David Lui of AFVR in New York, Paul Esteves 
animating in Munich, Bernd Mazagg technical director of Synchron Stage, 
Vienna for the Synchron Stage Orchestra session, me in Twickenham for 
the voice recording session, Robert Marshall (CSO) in Chicago for the 
final mix, and Rebekah Wilson (CEO), temporarily located in Portugal. 

The Orchestra Recording
Once the animation was ‘somewhat virtually locked’ and the music was 
composed and mocked-up by Joe, the orchestration by Musical Director 
Trevor Grahl began. The orchestra players and the conductor Johannes 
Vogel were booked with the kind help of Josy Svadja, Synchron Stage’s 
sales manager. A plan was made with Bernd and Synchron mixer Tristan 
Lindton for the following workflow.

Robert and Joe, together at Robert’s Chicago studio Sum1, would 
connect to Synchron Stage with Source-Connect Pro X (both ends), so 
that Synchron could send Robert 5.1 audio. Because they were also linked 
via RTS (Source Connect’s Remote Transport Sync), the stage could 
control Robert’s Pro Tools transport and therefore his video playback. In 
this ‘RTS Review mode’, the stage’s audio would arrive correctly timed to 
Robert’s video playback and his Pro Tools record. Because of the 
complex nature of the orchestra session, Synchron were also recording all 
the clean multitrack instrument mics as well as the 5.1 and 2.0 mix in their 
own Pro Tools session. Robert and Joe had a technical switched talkback 
to the stage control room, up the reverse direction of the Source-Connect 
connection.

The rest of the crew: Harry Waagner (project consultant) in Chicago, 
Margarida Alfeirao (Source Elements co-ordinator)in Portugal, Rebekah 
(CEO & ‘the client’) in Portugal, Trevor in Dusseldorf, and me in London, 
were chipping in from the ‘2.0 stereo cheap seats’ via Chrome web 
browsers.

We were experiencing the event courtesy of the very exciting and 
brand new Source-Live LL (Low Latency) software. This software allows 
the remote end to transmit an almost instantaneous HD picture and 
stereo audio feed via its servers to the attendees. There is a webchat and 
a video chat section ‘The Gateway’) on the Chrome browser page where 
everyone can conference chat (with echo cancellation). There is no 
conference patching to do whatsoever. The transmission stream and the 
gateway are totally private and encrypted with a software key 
(changeable every time you transmit), generated by the person 
transmitting. There can be no unwelcome Zoom-like ‘video bombing’ by 
strangers.
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SL-LL pictures can be up to 1920x1080 HD (up to 60fps) and the 
stereo audio feed is ultra-high-quality. The stereo transmission 
programme stream can have different audio outputs to the video chat 
audio outputs, so that you can set independent levels in Pro Tools (or 
your mixer of choice), and/or route the different feeds to different 
destinations. For example, you can route the programme feed to your 
monitoring and the video chat audio to your headphones or mini talkback 
speaker. Unlike Zoom or Skype the video quality does not affect the 
audio bandwidth and leave you with the horrendous audio artefacts that 
we have become all too familiar with. The audio quality is so good that 
when Trevor asked the orchestra to improvise over a few bars for a 
creative reason, he could actually hear one of the violin desks whispering 
to their partner “they want us to do what?”

Because the propagation delay is only about 1/3 of a second (faster 
than some phone connections) it allows all the participants to be very 
involved in the session. It’s just like real time and as close to actually being 
there as you can get. When the monitoring is this good, it totally removes 
the barrier of distance, as you can see and hear everything. 

The conductor was talking to us down the programme TX feed and we 
were replying in the Gateway chat. I found it very novel to be directly 
asking Johannes the orchestra conductor from my perch in Twickenham 
to slow down over certain bars so as to fit the picture edit better, and to 
discuss maybe changing the beaters on the timpani with Trevor and 
Johannes to avoid frequency clashing with the voiceover. I really feel like I 
have been to Vienna and visited Synchron Stage now. 

AES Production Starts
During the orchestra recording session, we had Martin Pauser as our 
Vienna Cinematographer and Dave Metzger at Sum1 in Chicago with 
Robert & Joe to video their end. Some of us were also recording our 
clean webcams for inclusion into the AES documentary.

Around this time Melanie Horkin from Sydney joined the team as the 

producer for the AES documentary film, and Alessandra Cernic in Padua, 
Italy started editing the Orchestra recording footage on DaVinci Resolve.

I started writing the scripts for the voice recording session and 
planning the voice session with Robert. We still had not chosen a voice 
artist, so we put out a call to our fantastic ‘voice over artist’ clients to see 
if any of them would like to audition. We finally chose Somerset Arnold, a 
young voice actor from Melbourne (daughter of Aussie voice legend 
Andrew Peters) who had that ‘cool something’ that Rebekah and Robert 
were looking for.

Voice recording session — no DAW required
For the voice record I connected to Somerset in Melbourne with my 
Source Connect Pro X and Somerset’s Source-Connect Standard at 
96kBps AAC (ISDN top quality). For Somerset’s picture playback we 
used Source RTL (Remote Time Line), a brand-new video playback 
solution for those without a DAW like Pro Tools who want to be able to 
voice to picture (ADR).
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To do this, I opened ‘Source-RTL Creator’ at my studio, grabbed the 
video file I was using in my Pro Tools timeline, and added this file to RTL 
Creator. It asks for a timecode position to place the file at (creating a 
mirror of my Pro Tools video timeline), and then a passkey, so the 
resultant file will be encrypted and safe during transit, and only accessible 
to those with the passkey. It then wraps the video file into a zip file which 
you can send via your preferred transfer method of choice. 

When Somerset downloaded the zip file and unwrapped it, she had a 
small piece of software that required no installation whatsoever that acts 
as the video player. She then just had to drag and drop the video file onto 
the player, and it opened a video playback screen. She then just selected 
RECEIVE in her Source-Connect Remote Transport Sync, and the RTS 
would control her video timeline. Audio from her RTL video played back 
to her headphones.

On my SC Pro X I selected “SEND” in RTS (Remote Transport Sync) 
panel. I sent her ‘play’ commands from my RTS transport in SC, her RTS 
transport (and therefore her RTL video) went into play and sent me back 
positional information of where she was, which I would then chase. So 
effectively she was the timecode master which I was slaving to, but I was 
in control of playback states. This is identical to 9-pin control of a video 
machine from a DAW, where you control it, but actually lock to it.

Somerset would perform to her pictures and local audio, from her RTL 
video, and I would hear her performance through SC, but with RTL 
positional info to chase to — so I would see her performance at the same 
video time as she performed to. For the voice record, Robert was the 
client and was supervising at Sum1 in Chicago. He needed to hear 
Somerset’s recordings and playbacks against the HD pictures, and also 
be able to direct or give client notes to Somerset and me.

I used Source-Live LL to transmit HD pictures and high-quality audio 
to Robert on the programme stream, and we could video chat on the 
gateway with each other. I also fed the gateway audio chat feed output to 
Somerset, so that she could hear Robert. She could talk to me via SC and 
reply to Robert down the programme audio stream. Everyone could hear 
everyone else without any tedious clean feed patching matrix.

I had turned my buffer down on SC Pro X to 40ms (because I could, as I 
have fast internet), so that my conversation to Somerset had just over a 

frame of buffer (we were working at 30fps); therefore, the delay between 
each other was a frame plus our local ping times (12ms for me) and some 
miniscule A-D and D-A conversion time. We were therefore taking to 
each other 19,000 miles across the globe with barely 2 frames of delay 
— truly outstanding! 

The other really nifty thing we did was use the SC Q Manager for a 
‘restore session’. This meant that if there were any perturbations in the 
internet and I missed any data packets (I was using an incredibly low 
buffer to try and get some missed data for demo purposes), it would 
automatically be fixed.

Somerset’s Q Manager would see what data was being sent and would 
check with my local Q Manager what data I had actually recorded. If it 
sensed a difference (i.e. I was missing packets of data) then it would 
automatically send the missing data (with no effort on my part) and place 
‘Restore’ the missing data to my audio file recorded by Pro Tools.

The Q Manager can also be set to do a ‘Replace session’. This is very useful 
for when you are connecting to a location with dodgy internet. You can 
record the lower quality monitoring feed, and when you have finished your 
session, the Q manager will replace all the low bandwidth audio in your 
session with the high-quality uncompressed source recordings made at the 
remote end, all while you get taken to lunch with your lovely clients! It’s like 
having an efficient Pro Tools assistant for free — what’s not to love? 

Once the voice session was completed, I sent the edited Pro Tools 
session to Robert in Chicago with a spreadsheet of my notes of the 
preferred takes and the inevitable on-the-fly session script changes.

Virtual Music Edit Session in Chicago
Just after the voice recording session, Joe and Robert worked together 
on selecting the best music takes. They started this informal session 
between their two locations on the phone, and organically decided to 
continue on the phone. They connected via Source Connect so that Joe 
could play Robert the takes and show him the separation of the clean 
multitrack mics. Joe sent Robert a quick and easy RTL video (the same as 
the voice over recording session with Somerset) for RTS video playback.

The AES documentary production
Whilst the music session was happening we augmented our video editing 
team with Paul Johnson in Hertfordshire. Paul was working with me 
editing the VO recording workflow story in Adobe Premiere, and he 
made most of the After Effects motion graphics used in this article from 
my badly drawn & incoherent pencil sketches. 

Melanie Horkin (Producing the video from Sydney) and I would have 
early morning and late night (UK) editorial and workflow discussions, 
often with Rebekah from Portugal. We were falling slightly behind 
schedule on the editing, so we added Kris Rowe in Sydney so that we 
could use world time to our advantage and be editing (in parallel) in 
London and Sydney for 24 hours a day! Kris edited on Adobe Premiere so 
that she could share graphics, grading information and Paul’s edit project.  

Prep For The Final Mix
Robert had to build his 5.1 Pro Tools mix session (that could also downmix 
to 2.0) from 30 stems of orchestra (not all 180 separate mics), 30-40 
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tracks of stereo temp sound design from me, his 20 or so sound design 
tracks and about 25 voice record tracks of three different scripts (plus all 
his own reverbs and effects). Again, we would use Source-Live LL as the 
gateway to work in real time, at one point with Rebekah in a car park on 
her cell phone. 

AES documentary & virtual editing
The plan was that as each section of the film locked we would have an AAF 
exported from the NLE and mix that section whilst further off-lining or the 
online was happening. We could then bolt the sections together for the 
final programme. Sections of the film started arriving for me to mix, whilst I 
was editing with Paul. Rather than me going to Hertfordshire for the edit, 
we were using Source-Live LL for the edit, so that I could see Paul’s 
Premiere/After Effects timeline in HD and hear his monitor mix in stereo.

This was just like sitting next to 
him and working together. The 
first ever Source-virtual multi-cam 
edit! Paul didn’t have a webcam, 
so I used his Facetime audio 
output and put his Facetime 
camera output on my screen. The 
great thing was I could view bits 
with him, discuss them together 
and rough cut, and then leave him 
to refine them, while I got on with mixing some of the sections of the 
documentary.  

Final mix session
The final mix for the animation was the encore and final party piece for 
Source-Live LL and the Gateway. Robert was driving the mix from Sum1 

in downtown Chicago, I was joining from London, Joe was joining from 
another part of Chicago, Rebekah was driving from Portugal to Spain, 
and joined us on her cell from a car park. It was quite something for 
Rebekah to see HD pictures of the animation with the final mix and 
approve it on her iphone. Robert delivered final mixes in 5.1 and 2.0 for 
the AES (Loudness correct), and for web.

This has been a very intense but fun project and I have met some 
amazing people, shared some amazing experiences, laughed, eaten too 
many biscuits and thoroughly enjoyed using some of the most exciting 
and game-changing new software, thrashing it to within an inch of its life. 
Source Elements are making revolutionary tools today that will change 
your tomorrow. Join the global creative village and enjoy the party — 
going to need more biscuits! 
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